CUDDLE TIME BIBLE STORYBOOK SAMPLE
DEVOTIONAL STORYBOOK FOR THE HOME

GOD Made Everything

The Home symbol shows this product is for use in the home.
Great Tips for God Made Everything.

Parents, use the following ideas to increase the impact of these stories:

- Look for opportunities to help your child appreciate and care for God’s creation.
- Encourage your child to identify things made by God and thank Him for them.
- Have fun making something (a recipe, craft project, tower of blocks, etc.) with your child.
- As a family, work on memorizing Genesis 1:1.
- Help your child find and count the hidden pieces of pie throughout the story.
- Ask your child to point to the word God every time he or she sees it printed in red.
- Encourage older children to use this book as an easy reader.
Each of the three stories comes from one of the Heartprints being emphasized that quarter.

The Heartprint is the biblical truth we want to imprint on the heart of each child for that unit.

God Made Everything
God Made Everything—
plants that **grow and**
birds that **sing**;
lights that shine up in the sky;
things that are wet and things that are dry.
God made creatures for the land and sea.
God made creatures for the land and sea,
but His favorite creation
but His favorite creation is YOU and ME!

Notice the intentional rhyme of the story and help your child focus on the words by pausing to encourage him or her to complete a phrase.